In the nineteenth-century United States, in addition to being displayed and prodded on auction blocks, black women were showcased in sideshows, newsprint, broadsides, song, drama, photography, World's Fairs, and literature as grotesque and exotic "freaks." One example is the elderly Joice Heth, with whose paralyzed body P. T. Barnum's famous career originated. In 1835, when Barnum purchased the right to show her, Heth was already on exhibit in Philadelphia as George Washington's 161-yearold nursemaid. After her death the next year, she was publicly dissected to determine her actual age for "a large crowd of doctors, medical students, clergymen, and editors," which brought in a hefty sum and muchdesired newspaper coverage for the entrepreneurial showman.
1 Blind and otherwise completely disabled, the property of others, black, female, and elderly, a "monster manifest in the ordinary," Heth embodied what disability studies scholar Rosemarie Garland Thomson calls "the stigmata of social devaluation" (59). As the "celebrated and reviled," monstrous, "carnivalesque juxtaposition" to the white, able-bodied, male Washingtonian heroic ideal (Reiss 51, 46) , Heth was "America's composite physical other, the domesticated and trivialized reversal of America's self-image"-the "quintessential American freak" (Thomson 59 ). In the urban dime museums such as Barnum's American Museum, traveling carnival sideshows, Wild West shows, and World's Fairs, ethnographic and physical "freaks of nature" like Heth were actually "freaks of culture"; they were constructed, in other words, to define more sharply the "normal" white spectator-citizen (Stewart 109) and affirm the march of Manifest Destiny.
Nineteenth-century science utilized categorizations of ethnographic and gender hierarchies for the marginalization of black women as consumable laboring and erotic objects. African American female writer-activists confronted the sexual and physical "enfreakment" (Hevey 53) of black women to a certain extent during this period, 2 and writers since the 1960s have even more visibly and assertively fought against forces that would (de)form black women as grotesque and erotic "freaks."
3 Recent works have examined incest in black communities, a traditionally taboo subject in African American literature since it undermined black "nationbuilding" . 4 One of the most confrontational of these texts is Sapphire 's Push (1996) , in which the teenaged protagonist reveals a painfully fragmented life of familial sexual abuse. 5 Ultimately supported by a community of survivors and with a life rooted in, rather than denying, her nature, Precious Jones articulates her story to regain a unified/holistic and embodied/located sense of self. Asserting black female agency through her grotesque-erotic counternarrative, Sapphire furthers the literary project begun during slavery of confrontationally un-"freak"ing black female bodies. 6 As a counternarrative, Sapphire's grotesque-erotic story is a literary act of resistance to deformation, a voicing of black women's agency and inherent/natural value. Farah Jasmine Griffin writes that black women's literature "guides readers towards a consciousness about the manner in which white supremacy and patriarchy have constructed notions of black women's bodies" as grotesque and hated (522). These writers "have started to explore female bodies as sites of healing, pleasure, and resistance" by replacing "the dominant discourse's obsession with the visual black body with a perspective that privileges touch and other senses"-in other words, they privilege the black female body as the site of authority about her experience. Writers such as Sapphire "are engaged in a project of reimagining the black female body-a project done in the service of those readers who have inherited the . . . legacy of the black body as despised, diseased, and ugly" (521). Though, as Griffin also notes, "few writers, unlike many black women musical artists, link the erotic to notions of spirituality and resistance" (526), Sapphire's Push does link the erotic-mainly, the grotesque-erotic-to notions of spiritual empowerment, political resistance, and civic action. In the various ways it affects a life, the erotic is or can be a source of personal power, as Audre Lorde reminds us: "[O]nce we begin to feel deeply all the aspects of our lives, we begin to demand from ourselves and from our life-pursuits that they feel in accordance with that joy which we know ourselves to be capable of. Our erotic knowledge empowers us" (280). Sapphire vividly insists in Push and its sequel, the perhaps even more grotesquely sexual The Kid (2011) , that the sexual abuse survivor can-and, in fact, must-wrest this power from the grotesque, as well as pleasurable, erotic. In Push, articulating her grotesque-erotic experience allows Precious to make sense of and to reclaim all of her life; this articulation helps to relieve the misplaced guilt and shame that have made her feel like a physical and social "freak," thereby making room for the development of new, healthier relationships and self-image.
Sapphire's grotesque-erotic narrative also offers a feminist revision and expansion of a popular idea of the grotesque from Mikhail Bakhtin: "The grotesque body is a body in the act of becoming. It is never finished, never completed; it is continually built, created, and builds and creates another body. Moreover, the body swallows the world and is itself swallowed by the world" (317). According to Bakhtin, the grotesque body is a self without autonomy or agency, an exploited thing. Push, which some scholars read as a neo-slave narrative, signifies on the practice in slavery of building and creating another body through the impregnation of black women who, as commodity and commodity maker, were made to swallow the world of the white master. Precious has been so consumed and paralyzed by abuse that, by first grade, she is unable to speak, learn, or even get up from her chair to use the bathroom. Along with the abuse meted out by her masters (her black father and mother), Precious is also forced to swallow the greater white world's indifference. No one intervenes when she cannot learn, or when she reveals to hospital authorities at age twelve that the baby to whom she has just given birth is by her father.
Mary Russo amends Bakhtin's earlier definition of the grotesque by emphasizing that the "grotesque body is . . . the body of . . . process, and change," thus suggesting the transformative possibility of the grotesque, which is the sense embodied by Sapphire's feminist text and her tall, obese, teenaged protagonist/mother. Alluding to the implications of the grotesque, Russo asserts that in contrast to the sleek, closed body that has become the ideal of Western male individualism, "[t]he grotesque body . . . is connected to the rest of the world" (325). The woman's body-grotesque by definition in a misogynistic culture-is connected to the rest of the world through maternity and even the monthly reminder of the power of procreation.
Through her grotesque-erotic maternity, Precious becomes increasingly clear, humane, and articulate in her confrontation with the social issues to which she is connected and literally embodies. Through her protagonist, Sapphire extends, exploits, and revises the historical representation of black women's bodies as spectacular, violated, silent/silenced, swallowed/ swallowing, birthing and nursing exotic/erotic freaks of nature, a visceral, all-consuming, and creative confrontation. Though Precious is abused sexually, physically, verbally, and emotionally by her parents, impregnated twice by her father, ignored by protective institutions, illiterate, and ejected from the public school system, she puts up a magnificent fight to assert agency-for herself as an autonomous being and mother, for her child, and ultimately also for her community of sister survivor-activists. Even after Precious is diagnosed as HIV-positive, the novel transcends the dead-end of tragedy, thus also resisting the additionally silencing enfreakment of what in the time of the story (1980s) was the most taboo and deadly of communicable diseases. By articulating the human cost of personal and social abuse and indifference for one black girl, Push closes gaps not only between self and an unspeakably abusive past, but also, more broadly, between black female experience and "the dominant discourse's historical grotesquifying obsession with the visual black body" (Griffin 521) .
To achieve the greatest effect on audiences (and therefore the greatest revenue), entrepreneurial showmen often silenced the freak to create what Susan Stewart calls a "pornography of distance" (110) between the audience and those on display as ethnographic oddities in freak shows and World's Fairs from the nineteenth century through the 1930s. 7 The most important tools in creating disparity between ethnographic freak and normalized white viewer were the purposefully accentuated state of difference between performer and spectator, the suspension of dialogue/communication between the two, and the suggested aberrant sexuality of the ethnographic other. To dismantle this historical otherness in relation to black girls and women through Push, Sapphire bridges pornographic gaps in Western collective humanity through her incestuously, educatively, and socially enfreaked Precious's intimate first-person narration. According to Janice Lee Liddell, having the sexual abuse survivor give voice to her own experience is "a phenomenon virtually unheard of in Black sociological, psychological, or imaginative literature" (137).
8 Janice Doane and Devon Hodges write that Sapphire's writing is "scandalizing because it features luridly brutal and brutalized subjects" (125), which has made some critics react to the book and the film based on the novel as depraved and thus counterproductive depictions of blackness. However, Doane and Hodges argue that Push is useful precisely because it opens up this new discursive territory in which to address the insidious, still largely silent/silenced social problem of incest (33).
Over her approximately year-long coming-of-age journey in Push, Precious initially feels that whites think she has "three arms" (8) or is "invisible" (30), a "vampire sucking the system's blood. Ugly black grease to be wipe away, punish, kilt, changed, finded a job for" (31), an emotionally and intellectually silent, grotesque "freak" (124). Precious eventually realizes, however, that she is not a freak; rather, as her teacher Ms. Rain assures her, she is a "beautiful . . . black girl" (125) who is "intellectually alive and curious" (124). Rather than continuing to numb her mind as a result of the abuse, Precious first becomes clear about and empowered through her conscious acknowledgment of the reality that she is an HIVpositive rape victim who has been a slave to white standards of beauty. She decolonizes her mind in part through her exposure to and later critique of Louis Farrakhan's Nation of Islam ideology.
9 But she regains her most personal and profound sense of female self through learning, reading, and writing, in solitude and in the company of a community of other young female survivors of abuse.
Precious's awakening constitutes a common threshold of self-determination that sexual abuse survivors must cross to regain self-esteem, a sense of control over their lives, and feelings of belonging and purposeall of which were denied to them by their silencing/enfreaking abusers. As a result of her transformative learning with Ms. Rain at the school Each One Teach One, Precious begins to realize that she has a right to define and decide the outcomes of her life. For the first time, she asserts herself, standing literally at the threshold between her mother's toxic apartment and the rest of the world, refuting her mother's convoluted contention that Precious seduced her own father: "Nigger rape me. I not steal shit fat bitch your husband RAPE me RAPE ME!" (74). To escape her violent mother, Precious returns to the hospital with her newborn looking for help. Though a nurse berates her, Precious is having no more of it: "She say sorry to see me back here, had hoped I be done learned from my mistakes. What kinda shit is that! I didn't make no mistake unless it being born, 'n Miz Rain say I was born for a purpose, 'n Mr Wicher had said I had aptitude for maff. . . . Mistake? . . . Mistakes for niggers to rape. I think I might be the solution" (75). Taking her newfound awareness a step further, Precious begins to enact her life as the solution to her situation, starting by verbally dissolving the landscape of shame in which silent/silenced incest victims often live: "I done learned to talk up. . . . Ms Rain say . . . no shame. No shame. Most time it seem like hype, 'cause she say it so much. But that why she say she say it-to reprogram us to love ourselve. I love me. . . . And I ain' giving Abdul away. And I ain' gonna stop school" (76). Made politically aware by Farrakhan and Ms. Rain, Precious now knows she is not the invisible "vampire" or "ugly black grease" that white media, beauty ideals, education, social services, and general social indifference have impressed upon her that she is. She emphatically realizes that her rapist father is the "freak NOT me!" (76). After a lifetime of sexual abuse that began when she was three, reassigning the shame from herself to her oppressors (her parents and society) amounts to a total reorganization of her thinking and being. In Push, Sapphire shows her readers that decolonizing one's mind is possible, and that the ability to articulate the conditions of one's life from a context of social awareness can open up a world of (natural) possibility.
Precious's transformative understanding of her own unique subjectivity is coupled synergistically with what Charlene Spretnak calls "intersubjectivity and interbeing" (434). She initially accepts the dynamic feminist caring of her teacher and classmates, then acts from that collectively empowered context to recover her self. Precious begins to discover "unitive dimensions of being" (Spretnak 425 ) in these completely new forms of relationship-especially with her son-that afford her a transformative shift into a radically nondualistic way of thinking and being that is distinct from her previous experiences. Her former intimate relationships have been brutally dualistic in their exploitive indifference to her well-being, effecting for Precious not a sense of interbeing, but an experience of total erasure. Her new relationships, which occur on physical, intellectual, and spiritual planes, encourage a simultaneous sense of personal autonomy and interconnectedness with others and with nature.
As Precious's numbness and rage give way to self-possession and acceptance of and relatedness to others, she begins to occupy her body ("I don't pretend I'm not pregnant no more" [62]), and to sense being part of the world around her. Nature images suffuse her perceptions. The novel's epigraphs from Wordsworth and the Talmud hint at the encounter with nature and the elemental/divine embodied self that Sapphire emphasizes in the narrative.
10 Wordsworth admonishes those who feel contempt "[f]or any living thing" as missing the full use of their intellectual faculties and asserts that "true knowledge leads to love," Sapphire's core message in Push. The Talmudic quotation assures that "[e]very blade of grass has its Angel that bends over it and whispers, 'Grow, grow.'" According to Doane and Hodges, Sapphire makes use of this nature metaphor in the epigraph "to suggest that there is something outside the social and economic, a life force that . . . is irrepressible" (127). Actually, Sapphire asserts an unstoppable life force that is native to the story's setting and protagonist despite the obvious brutalization of both, not separate from or beyond it. Through the intimate and poignant "locatedness" of her character in Push, Sapphire politicizes the blighted "bioregion" of Harlem and black girlhood in America (Legler 231 ). Precious's intellectual and spiritual evolution resonates with the reader's growing awareness through the novel that one's well-being and one's environment are interconnected.
As Precious becomes a member of her learning community at Each One Teach One, she emerges from depression and begins to notice both her body/her nature and the environment she inhabits. Early in the story, she wonders, "Why can't I see myself, feel where I end and begin" (31), and is silent except for defensive raging at her teachers and social workers. At her new school, Precious generates her transformative self-reunification by finally voicing her illiteracy and allowing Ms. Rain to teach her how to read. The narrative shows the difficult process of Precious's revelation as she begins to confront, articulate, and thus dismantle the power of past abusive experiences. Panic attacks affect Precious's breathing and lead her to retreat into a dissociative state of confusion, anger, and numbness associated with her lifetime of rapes.
11 As she is tested by Ms. Rain to ascertain her reading level, knowing she must finally acknowledge out loud to someone that she is illiterate, Precious feels she is drowning: "All the air go out my body. . . . My head water. I see bad things. I see my daddy. I see TVs . . . want something to eat I want fuck feeling from Daddy I want die I want die." Then, after admitting to Ms. Rain her inability to read, she is both mentally and physically relieved: "I breave in deep, there I said it" (53).
By communicating her story, Precious begins to take possession of her body: "Then [Ms. Rain] say in soft voice like cat purr (I always wishted I had a cat), 'Can you read the whole thing?' I say, 'A Day at the Beach.' She says very good and closes the book. I want to cry. I want to laugh. I want to hug kiss Miz Rain. She make me feel good. I never readed nuffin' before" (54-55). This is a brand new feeling for Precious. Previously, "good" physical sensation has been associated only with the sexual abuse she experiences. As Precious's metaphorical association of Ms. Rain's voice with her own desire to love a pet indicates, her admission of her illiteracy puts Precious in touch with a natural language of caring-an alternative good feeling-that had been beyond her ken as she struggled to survive. When Precious begins to read, literacy offers her a way to perceive and love the world around her: her own body as well as Harlem culture and nature. She even contributes extensions of her own identification with a loving, aesthetically pleasing, and productive nature to the atmosphere of the classroom. To decorate their schoolroom, "Ms Rain say bring something of YOU! I bring picture of Abdul and plant from Woolworth. . . . It growed. Leaves big. Ms Rain done changed its pot three times" (107).
Precious's new good feeling speaks to the sense of relationship she now has with others and with nature, in addition to the connection she is beginning to feel with her own body and mind. Part of what allows Precious to shed her earlier disconnection is her development of what Gretchen T. Legler terms an "ethic of caring friendship, or a 'loving eye,' as a principle" for Precious's new "relationships with nature" and other people (230). This ethic includes opening up to people who are homosexual or addicted to drugs, people to whom she previously could not relate.
Precious initially, for example, labels her classmate Jermaine a "freak" because she is butch: "Uh oh! Some kinda freak!" (44); "Uh oh! Freaky deaky here. I move a little way from her" (49). Farrakhan, her mother, and television have taught Precious that homosexuality is unnatural. As she begins to accept herself, she begins to appreciate the uniqueness and humanity of the young women in her class, including Jermaine and Ms. Rain:
Ms Rain tell me I don't like homosexuals she guess I don't like her 'cause she one. I was shocked as shit. Then I jus' shut up. Too bad about Farrakhan. I still believe allah and stuff. . . . Ms Rain say homos not who rape me, not homos who let me sit up not learn for sixteen years, not homos who sell crack fuck Harlem. It's true. Ms Rain the one who put the chalk in my hand, make me queen of the ABCs. (81) Precious drops her association of lesbianism with a grotesque, unnatural erotic sensibility when she realizes the other girls-all battered and unloved like her-are her community: "These girlz is my friends. . . . They visit at hospital when I had Abdul and take up a collection when Mama kick me out and bring stuff to ½way house for me. . . . They and Ms Rain is my friends and family. . . . [W] hen I look at the girls I see them and when they look they see ME, not what I looks like" (95). Once she sees the value and beauty of others outside herself, Precious's internalized grotesquification begins to lose its hold and is replaced by empathy and a concomitant sense of unity, belonging, and purpose.
As Precious enters into the process of gaining literacy, she increases her ability to see her world with a "loving eye," reclaiming herself by articulating her experience from that place of growing empathic understanding. In a poem she pens on her way to her first Survivors of Incest Anonymous meeting, Precious, the blossoming writer, records a lyrical understanding of how, like the neighborhoods that unfold before her on her bus ride through the city (going from uninhabitable to habitable), she can "turn . . . / through time" to reclaim her life (126). In the file Precious's social worker has built and which Precious surreptitiously snatches from the woman's office to examine, the social worker has written, "Despite her obvious intellectual limitations she is quite capable of working as a home attendant" (119). Precious perceives her earlier teachers and her social workers looking at her "like I am ugly freak did something to make my own life like it is." Ferociously asserting agency and something better for herself than "to work wiping old white people's ass" as her only job option (124), she follows the images of the transforming cityscape with a Blakeian allusion from nature that proclaims her power, creativity, and aliveness:
That's what in Precious Jones heart-a tyger (128) From the initial literacy scene with Ms. Rain, animal imagery in the novel directly relates to Precious's transformative reclamation of self. At the incest survivors' meeting, the natural ferocity of her angry tiger heart morphs, through her nervousness, into a technological and thus more personally distanced, unnatural sensation: "how I feel in my body. The war. My body my head I can't say it right. . . . I know I am a bomb. . . . Only sitting here . . . will keep me from blowing up" (128-29). Shifting again when the meeting starts and a beautiful girl shares her incest experience, Precious's war metaphor changes to a delicate and vulnerable image from nature as she begins to panic and leave her body, envisioning herself as a bird. Arising in Precious's consciousness as she encounters the meeting's challenging, yet ultimately liberating and unifying new context for being, the bird imagery represents for Precious flight as escape and as her new identification with the untamable joy of "which [she knows herself] to be capable" (Lorde 280) .
Bird and sunlight imagery first appear in the text as Precious walks into Ms. Rain's classroom and decides to sit in the front instead of taking her usual spot in the back: "something like birds or light fly through my heart. . . . An' for the first time in my life I sits in the front row" where she can see the board and participate fully (40). The bird/flight motif in Push relates to the intertexual continuum in African American folk culture (oral storytelling and dance forms) and literature of the "Flying Africans" trope, which indicates physical escape, suicide, or imaginative freedom. Suicide was a way to return home-to Africa and to self-possession.
12 Precious mentions several times that she has considered suicide: "Sometimes I wish I was not alive. But I don't know how to die. Ain' no plug to pull out. 'N no matter how bad I feel my heart don't stop beating and my eyes open in the morning" (32). Unable to give in fully to the urge to escape or fly away through death, Precious's natural jouissance and a unified sense of self-inside and outside-come together as she begins to know herself, connect to others, and tell her story. Just before she leaves for the incest survivors' meeting, Precious has a major realization about who she is: "Inside I thought was so beautiful"-which has meant, for her, white-"is a black girl too" (125). Subsequently, over the course of the incest survivors' meeting, Precious further un-"freaks" herself as the bird motif switches from flight as escape to bird as aliveness and beauty at the heart of Precious's emerging selfhood.
At the meeting, as Precious listens to the other beginners share the facts of their abuse, she is astounded to realize that others have experienced what she has. The other girls' and women's familiar stories are at first too much for her to hear, and she begins to dissociate, thinking, "Everything is floating around me now. Like geeses from the lake. I see the wings beating beating hear geeses. It's more birds than geeses. Where so many birds come from. I see flying. Feel flying. Am flying. Far up, but my body down in circle. Precious is bird." When her friend takes her hand, however, Precious "come back from being a bird"-she returns to an embodied state-"to hear beautiful girl crying. Smell Mama. Carl, the way his knees on either side of my neck" (129). Because she is with others who have been abused, she is able to remain present with her memories, without dissociating, and then to add her story to the group's dialogue. After she shares, Precious acknowledges the commonality of her own and these many other women's experiences. She is no longer alone. Others around her are obviously natural/alive/embodied, beautiful, and diverse in age, race, class, and profession. They also accept and appreciate her across boundaries Precious thought could not be crossed. Precious again realizes imagistically, as she had with the figure of the tiger "burning bright," that she, too, has a right to live: "I'm alive inside," she thinks. "A bird is my heart. Mama and Daddy is not win. I'm winning" (131). The bird imagery is no longer a figure of escape but now is a quickening of consciousness, an acknowledgment of her own unconquerable, naturally beautiful and valuable, free inner nature.
In her final poem from the unpaginated Life Stories class book at the end of the novel, Precious makes an even broader link between herself and an inherently innocent and vulnerable nature as represented by birds:
I might be a poet, rapper, I got water colors my child is smart my CHILDREN is alive some girls in forin countries babies dead. Look up sometimes and the birds is like dancers . . . how they fly tear up your heart Through her sensitive poet's eye, Precious associates her joy over the intelligence, beauty, and potential of her newfound self-expression and her children's aliveness with her aesthetic appreciation of the joy of birds in flight. This bird imagery signals Precious's further awakening to an awareness of the value of her life as naturally mirrored in all life around her. The birds are joyful, as she knows now she and her children can be. Precious's strength lies in the power that comes from her insight (bird/ poet) and her ferocity (tiger/activist). Both figuratively represented in the text as her heart, the images coexist at her core as natural resources.
At the Survivors of Incest Anonymous meeting, Precious takes another step to fight the abuse by defining it publicly, not simply railing against it through an internal monologue as she has done previously. She thus allows herself to move forward toward self-preservation. By beginning to understand her inherent value and the inherent value of others with whom she is in relation, she knows that she is not the grotesque (unintelligent, irreparably damaged) "freak" her parents and society have categorized her as. The incest survivors group's therapeutic sharing and listening are essential for Precious and the other women, since this form of care helps them "to remake" their lives "into 'story,' assembling the fragments of family, identity, love, and belonging into a coherent and sustaining whole that requires neither disgust with and disavowal of the past self that was abused, nor acceptance of continued violation" (Bhuvaneswar and Shafer 111) . Using narrative in their clinical work with abuse survivors, Chaya Bhuvaneswar and Audrey Shafer conclude that "a narrative fashions a way to connect with those who hear the story, eliciting from them empathy, understanding and practical help survivors may need to free themselves of abusers" and the personal and social contexts that have normalized the abuse (111). In other words, stating the facts of the abuse publicly in a nonjudgmental, knowledgeable context can help a survivor gain perspective and distance, thereby also creating a future increasingly liberated from continuous disempowering reaction to the past. The victimizer is no longer the author/authority of the dysfunctional/disjointed abuse story, holding dominion through the victim's memory and the continued exploitation of the space that the abuse has occupied in the survivor's psyche and body. The survivor who can piece together-recover and fully realize/ re-member-the fragments of a "broken story" can create a self-narrated "whole" or "complete story," thereby asserting authority over the past as well as the present and future (109-10).
Complementing the bird/flight motif, another nature motif that draws together inner and outer worlds to create a sense of wholeness and peace for Precious is sunlight, which gradually suffuses the narrative over the course of her transformation from an oppressed victim to what bell hooks calls an "enlightened witness" (bell).
13 Natural light comes into the text as Precious, crossing the threshold into self-and political awareness, steps into the Each One Teach One classroom where "Sky blue blue" is visible through the window, and sun pours into the room (39). The sun not only shines into various rooms Precious occupies from this point; it also enters into her symbolic understanding as an image/idea representative of life itself, as evidenced when she envisions HIV as a "virus in my body like cloud over sun" (137). In addition, the sun illuminates her new literary Afrocentric experience of life, such as when she sees the "sun . After Abdul is born and Precious realizes from Farrakhan's teachings that "I think I was rape," a realization that helps to dissipate her shame over the pregnancy and birth, she thinks, "My baby is pretty baby. . . . He is a rapist's baby. But that's OK, Miz Rain say we is a nation of raped children. . . . I love Abdul. He normal" (68-69)-in other words, he is not a "freak." Sapphire asserts the revolutionary second-wave feminist, legalistic assertion that any human being, no matter the circumstances of her/his birth, is legitimate. Furthermore, Sapphire offers her specifically Afrocentric, feminist, revisionist image to an overall culture in which the legitimacy of being and relating have been the purview of white patriarchal law, and in which literary sunshine and the loveliness and comfort of pastoral imagery have been the purview of Western male Romanticism. With her sun metaphor, Sapphire once again historicizes and politicizes nature through the vividly located/embodied perspective of her protagonist. Sapphire's postmodern pastoral counternarrative wrests political and literary agency through a socially marginalized young woman's revolutionary and common-sense claim that the source of all life and of brown-ness/blackness is unified, essential, beautiful, and powerful. In Precious's self-rescue from victimization and her unconditional acceptance of her son, Sapphire also argues for the reassertion of an inherent, natural inviolability and power for incest survivors.
Initially, Precious's realization that she has been sexually abused focuses on the years of rape by her father. More difficult for her to acknowledge, however, is the mother-daughter incest. Precious pictures her mother Mary as a freak; with her "black jelly elephant legs" (85), "[s]he ain' circus size yet but she getting there" (56). The mother's obesity and severe depression have kept her in her apartment for years. She ventures out in an attempt to get Precious-more precisely, Precious's welfare check-back into her clutches. At the social worker's office, the ironically named Mary says her daughter was a "freak baby" at age three when Precious's father had begun raping her; "I wanted my man for myself," Mary complains, to the social worker's utter stupefaction. In Precious's own mothering, Sapphire creates a complete contrast to the "one hundred . . . percent crazy" mother, as well as to the expectations of white society that this traumatized girl is likely to follow in her abusive parents' footsteps (136). Precious refuses to see her newborn son as a freak of any sort, despite the fact that he is the product of rape and incest. Through her protagonist's rejection of enfreakment/grotesquification/shame-which is also the familiar legacy of slavery and racism-Sapphire insists that essential and powerful "unitive dimensions of being" (Spretnak 425) , such as the bond of love between Precious and her son, can be accessed and asserted by those whose previously assaulted psyches were "fractured" and disempowered (Bhuvaneswar and Shafer 111) . The resources and community created in Push support the idea that a meaningful life is possible for those who can retain or regain an understanding of their own unique, interdependent subjectivity. Through her mothering and her incest survivor, HIV, school, and other interrelated communities, Precious repeatedly gains awareness of her distinct being by deeply relating with others. Precious's unified, embodied, empowered presence in Push suggests a severing of the legacy of enfreakment from black women's bodies and thus the promise of physical and psychological liberation for the next generations.
14 Drawing strength from her newly occupied self and her new reverence for life inspired by nature, literature, and her own imagination, the resurrected Precious begins to look beyond herself to recognize the beauty and power in the conjoined, intersubjective realms of nature, self, and community. Whereas she initially hates her Harlem surroundings because she sees everything in which she is located as "uglee" (105), she now lyrically perceives, in a poem from the beginning of the Life Stories class book, MCNEIL "secrit plots / of green diamonds / call grass" in the vacant lots she passes on her way to school. Doane and Hodges note that the poetic segments of Sapphire's text, like this grass image, demonstrate Precious's illiterate, fragmented reality, yet they also point out that the poems create open space that makes new meaning possible: "The open spaces surrounding the poems, whose lines are often only one word, correspond to the opening of Precious's own mind and vistas, but also encourage . . . the reader's own active participation in creating meaning. In this way, Push breaks and refashions silence. . . . Fragmentation, then, is a sign of agency even as it marks Precious's vulnerability" (129). The despondent view of ugliness that once overwhelmed Precious's ability to recognize anything or anyone, especially herself, as beautiful has broken open. She now perceives intertwining glimpses of divine self and real and figurative nature (miraculous "secrit . . . green diamonds"), even in her impoverished, polluted urban community. Without her earlier disdain, she contemplates the people and places that she passes daily: "I see those men in vacant lot share one hot dog and they homeless, that's good as Jesus with his fish. I remember when I had my daughter, nurse nice to me-all that is god. Shug in Color Purple say it's the 'wonder' of purple flowers. I feel that" (139). Precious's awakening to the natural divinity of herself and her world necessarily includes her sense of interconnectivity, or communion, as the above passage suggests.
Once Precious moves into the literal and symbolic circle of chairs in Ms. Rain's classroom at Each One Teach One, Precious knows she is in the "'right place'" where she has entered a collective (which she eventually calls a "family") in which each girl can "'cept herself for where she at'" (59). To reconnect to (re-member) themselves as they connect to each other, the girls write about and share stories of their abuse. Precious's memories include the grotesque-erotic reality of the orgasms she has sometimes experienced during the rapes: "My clit swell up I think Daddy. Daddy sick me, disgust me, but still he sex me up. . . . My body not mine, I hate it coming" (111). Spretnak submits that " [t] he erotic processes of the female body-mind often yield states of consciousness that can be appreciated as 'body parables,' expressions and reminders of unitive dimensions of being" (430). Precious's body parable concerning the physical stimulation from her repeated rapes is a complicating reality of an undesirable but no less real erotic state. Presentation of the physical confusion of pleasure and violation is rather unusual in feminist creative narratives of sexual abuse, but Sapphire confronts this confusion to defuse this additional shame victims sometimes carry. By acknowledging this troubling erotic state, Precious accesses an even greater awareness and acceptance of herself, creating a critical "unitive dimension of [her own] being."
By confronting the unspeakable sexual pleasure Precious receives from the incestuous acts, Sapphire again insists on the possibility of wresting one's personal power from the abuse memory and the abuser. Abuse narratives can "enable the construction or imagination of a happier future via a positive rather than pathological dissociation" from past violence (Bhuvaneswar and Shafer 112) . Literacy helps Precious make her body and life hers again through articulating and thus releasing the silent paralysis related to embodied memories of her mother's abuse. Through Each One Teach One, Precious sees that there is a world of learning that can free her from her mother's polluted person and home. Empowered by the first building blocks of language (the alphabet), Precious starts to articulate her way out. In a dream that emerges soon after she begins to attend the alternative school, Precious confronts her mother's molestation. Asleep, beginning to have a panic attack, she realizes, "I know I will choke to death I don't find myself": Precious begins to see that she can rescue herself, and that, as an innocent, she is worth rescuing. In thus becoming more wholly conscious of herself-more wholly embodied-Precious also perceives the loneliness that her previous numbness and entrapment by her mother and father had not permitted her to feel; from her experience at the new school, she thinks, "Now since I sit in circle I realize all my life, all my life I been outside of circle" (62). By revisiting the past to acknowledge and integrate a full sense of her experience, Precious gains an awareness of her autonomy and her self-in-relation, which in turn empowers both her and the community of which she is now part. Having permitted herself to realize new unitive dimensions of being in community with her teacher and peers, Precious is able to see herself as an important member of that community, noticing that "My name mean somethin' valuable-Precious" (67).
As Russo notes, "The reintroduction of the body and categories of the body"-including the grotesque body-"into the realm of what is called the political has been a central concern of feminism" (319). In Push, it is no surprise that Precious's acceptance of herself "for where she at"-her grotesque-erotic memories and her disease-leads her to a sense of civic agency via her upcoming involvement with her peers in creating a "house in Harlem for HIV womens and their kids" (126). By engaging her character in grassroots sociopolitical activism that emerges in reaction to a basically indifferent white capitalist social system, Sapphire creates a type of character whose "firm grounding in self and identity" clearly demonstrates that "choosing 'wellness' is an act of political resistance" (hooks, Sisters 14). Angela Y. Davis and June Jordan further assert that "[w]ellness also means that we take seriously our capacity to love. Learning to fearlessly love and respect our individual and collective bodies and souls, we can become warriors" against violence and disease, as Precious does by rejecting her mother's abuse and taking action to deal with the early fallout for women and children of the HIV/AIDS epidemic (qtd. in Griffin 523-24).
Precious was cast from the table of life's feast; her abuse made her a grotesque freak, a "black monster," which she, a battered child, had believed was true (62). Sapphire articulates and diffuses the grotesque by re-embodying her protagonist with inherent intelligence, compassion, and insight. Sapphire forces the reader to understand and empathize with the "abnormal" abused other across lines of color, class, literacy, and abuse experience, thus helping to dissolve interrelational distance that heretofore has maintained hierarchies of non-relationship and exploitive power. Push shows how a victim of incest reclaims her body, mind, and nature, which promises future life. Rather than blaming and silencing the victim-as had long been true of "young girls, the poor, and racialized others who [were] understood to be sexually deviant" (Doane and Hodges 31)-contemporary grotesque-erotic literary tales acknowledge that, as Ms. Rain tells her students, "each of our lives is important" (96). Through her literary reclamation of innocence and agency for her protagonist, Sapphire argues that black and brown girls are, no matter what has happened to them, obviously whole, complete, legitimate actors in the collective social narrative. As feminists and ecofeminists insist, everyone, naturally, has a place and a voice. In addition, Sapphire shows that the process of personal and social reunification and empowerment can create a self-in-action whose public agency further dissolves dehumanizing distinctions between "normal" and "freak," thus strengthening both the individual and the society.
Robert W. Rydell describes the African exhibits at the massively popular and influential World's Fairs as a display of America's "pornography of power" (140). Designed to titillate and elicit support at all levels of European and US societies for imperialistic endeavors, these ethnographic freak shows attempted to make black women and girls voiceless grotesques. Depicted as half-naked sexual freaks and incomplete human beings, they were simultaneously utterly necessary as animate commodities marking Western/white superiority. " [F] reaks," Rachel Adams contends, "are at once living persons and the bodily projection of our most profound individual and collective traumas" (Sideshow 182) . In literary counternarratives of the grotesque-erotic, Sapphire and other writers reject the deformation of black women to re-embody individuals whose lives illustrate the trauma of dehumanization that has shaped recent human history. In doing so, they enact the reparative work of dissolving socially constructed boundaries that keep us apart and limited.
Notes white women were not. I use the term freak in the present definition of someone who falls outside the bounds of what is considered normal in appearance or behavior and in reference to the systemic objectification embedded in the word from a century of enfreakment practices in the US. Freak culture was a staple of American life-like minstrelsy, and often part and parcel of the same venues-viewed by and formative for Americans through dime museums, traveling carnivals, circuses, Wild West shows, and World's Fairs. At World's Fairs, ethnographic exhibits were endorsed by the science of the day and constructed by government and business to define racial hierarchies in terms of the Western colonial and industrial agenda. Exotic and erotic misrepresentations supported the colonial enterprise well into the twentieth century. See Robert Bogdan. 8. Liddell, writing in 1999 , is exaggerating somewhat. For example, in terms of childhood sexual abuse literature, she is not remembering Maya Angelou's widely read memoir I Know Why the Caged Bird Sings (1969) or Walker's even more popular first-person epistolary incest novel The Color Purple (1982) . 9. The idea of decolonizing the mind is Ngũgĩ wa Thiong'o's concept from African colonial independence discourse. 10. The Wordsworth epigraph is from the poem "Lines: Left upon a Seat in a Yew Tree." The four lines that follow from the last line in the epigraph and that end Wordsworth's poem also stress a point Sapphire is making through her character and holding out to her readers in the context of a violent, racist America: that selfrespect is always possible.
True dignity abides with him alone Who, in the silent hour of inward thought, Can still suspect, and still revere himself In lowliness of heart. (Wordsworth 26) 11. See Chaya Bhuvaneswar and Audrey Shafer for an explanation of how psychological distress manifests as physical symptoms. Common somatic signs of sexual abuse include pain, eating disorders, and obesity, all of which Precious experiences. 13. An enlightened witness is one who is a vigilant critical thinker who creates her/his own sense of agency through awareness and critical response. "The issue is not freeing ourselves from representation," says bell hooks. "It's . . . about being enlightened witnesses when we watch representations, which means we are able to be critically vigilant about both what is being told to us and how we respond to what is being told" (bell). 14. In earlier women's incest novels, the enfreakment from incest finishes off the characters, or the incest turns out not to be such. Thus, society does not have to acknowledge the abuse and change in order to integrate the incest victim and her offspring. In Morrison's The Bluest Eye, Pecola Breedlove goes mad and her baby dies. In Walker's The Color Purple, Celie's babies turn out not to be the result of incest because her father is actually only her stepfather. But Precious's babies are the result of incest, and though she may be dying of AIDS, her child Abdul is happily learning and growing, so he has a chance at a good life. Sapphire's sequel, The Kid, shows, however, that society utterly fails AIDS-orphaned Abdul.
